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cylindrical coil of insulated wire in which an axial magnetic field is established by a flow of electric current.

An assembly often used as a switch consisting essentially of such a coil and a metal core free to slide along the coil axis under the influence of the magnetic field.
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The first series of *Tsunami Editions* chapbooks:

Arni Runar Haraldsson, *Metaflowers*
Peter Culley, *Fruit Dots*
Gerald Creode, *Verbese*
Lary Timewell, *Jump/Cut*
Jeff Derksen, *Until*
Kathryn MacLeod, *How Two*

Out of Print

Currently available:

Calvin Wharton, *Visualized Chemistry*
Nancy Shaw, *Affordable Tedium*
Dorothy Lusk, *Oral Tragedy*
Peter Ganick, *Braids of Twine*
Susan Yarrow, *Believing in the World*
Robert Mittenthal, *Ready Terms*
Dan Farrell, *ape*
Jeff Derksen, *Until* (reprint)
John Byrum, *rIMAGE*

Cheques ($4.00 plus .50 postage per copy) should be made out to *Tsunami Editions*.
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